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Extending Emergency Lighting Runtimes

The size and scope of the application requiring the 120-minute runtime will determine the ideal emergency 
lighting solution. Large-scale applications can benefit from 120-minute central inverters while moderate ap-
plications can implement a cost-effective solution such as a de-rated mini-inverter or a two-hour equipped 
emergency driver. 

The Life Safety Code outlines a minimum 90-minute runtime for emergency lighting systems in commercial and public spaces. 
Most emergency lighting solutions within the United States are specifically designed to accommodate this requirement. Howev-
er, there are exceptions where extended runtimes are required or preferred. Fortunately, specialized emergency lighting solutions are 
available for these particular circumstances. 

Reasons to Extend Emergency Runtimes
Extended emergency lighting requirements can be encountered in several situations: FEMA shelter and tornado safe rooms, specific 
Canadian facility applications, instances where local and municipal codes supersede the 90-minute requirement in favor of longer 
runtime, or individual facility owners who prefer extended emergency lighting when taking into account the nature of their struc-
tures and occupants. When most emergency lighting products are designed for 90-minute operation, how are these unique extend-
ed runtime applications served? IOTA® offers a few different solutions for achieving 120-minute emergency lighting operation.

Emergency Driver Options
IOTA constant power emergency driver systems are engineered to deliver a specified wattage for a predetermined amount of 
time (90 minutes) regardless of load size. This output is carefully balanced with the internal capacity of the battery. Since the 
design of the constant power emergency driver function cannot be altered, IOTA provides a unique emergency driver model 
– the ILB CP07 2H - that features a larger internal battery that can deliver 
a fixed 7W constant power output for a full two hours. If the emergency 
egress application uses LED fixtures and is well suited for utilizing emergen-
cy drivers, then the ILB CP07 2H maybe an ideal cost-effective solution. The 
non-diminishing light output of constant power emergency drivers is partic-
ularly well-suited for FEMA tornado safe room applications where occupants 
are remaining in the lit space rather than exiting the facility.

Emergency Inverter Options
IOTA Central Inverters offer 120-minute runtime options for three-phase and single-phase systems of 1500kVA and greater. 
These solutions are ideal for larger facilities with extensive load sizes.  Depending on the required inverter size for the applica-

The IOTA ILB CP07 2H emergency driver delivers the 
same constant power performance and compatibil-
ity as its 7-watt 90-minute counterpart, but with an 
increased internal battery capacity capable of deliver-
ing emergency power for an additional 30 minutes.

tion, a larger cabinet and install space may be needed to accom-
modate the necessary battery capacity for the additional runtime.

IOTA Micro and Mini Inverters (25W to 750W) can deliver 
extended runtime by balancing the load size with the inverter’s 
available battery capacity. By reducing the load, the inverter will 
simply continue to operate at full output but for a longer period. 
Refer to Table 1A to find the appropriate load size for extending 
runtime on these inverters.

Table 1A: IIS Load Sized for Extended Runtime

IIS 25
IIS 35
IIS 50
IIS 125 
IIS 375
IIS 550
IIS 750

25 Watts
35 Watts
50 Watts
125 Watts
375 Watts
550 Watts
750 Watts

18 Watts
25 Watts
35 Watts
90 Watts
280 Watts
410 Watts
560 Watts

Model 90 Minutes 120 Minutes
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